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Abstract 

Teaching has been considered as a very noble profession. It is the profession which teaches all the other professions. But it is 
underrated as compared to other professions. When we talk about a society w.r.t teachers, it is the students, students’ parents, other 
teachers, higher authorities and of course the family of a teacher. This paper is limited to the Indian society and also an anonymous 
survey has been carried out. The questionnaire of 10 questions, relevant to this paper’s domain was posted in the group of 38 people. 
Out of which, 21 participants responded and the results have been analyzed. The results match the opinion that teachers are lacking the 
due importance and respect. And there is no or minimal job satisfaction among the college teachers. 
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1. Introduction 

Teacher is the nucleus of education and society as well. He/she is the central force. They are the nation builders. And teachers 
are assumed as the most important by majority of societies in the world. Since centuries, teaching is considered as most dignified 
profession and as an individual also, a teacher is believed to be a ‘Guru’. 

 
But do we have this same perception in today’s scenario also? I believe, teachers are mostly considered as ‘Slaves’ rather 

than ‘Gurus’. Presently, the role of the teacher has been changed and the importance or the value of a teacher has been decreased. It is 
an illusion that teaching is a rewarding career but it is in crisis economically as well as socially. We need to change the conception of 
the society. Teacher has been overloaded from the values. So much is expected from the teacher; high moral values, hard work, 
honest, courteous, intelligent, knowledgeable and what not. Teachers burn out across the world is 20%-60%, as teachers are 
overloaded from these values. This society if forcing the teachers to pretend happy and idealistic in the classrooms. Now, what 
exactly, is the society? 

 
1.1 The ‘Society’ 

The Society w.r.t a teacher comprises of the following: 
 Students 
 Students’ Parents 
 Peer group/ Colleagues 
 Higher Authorities 
 Own family of a Teacher 

 
When considering the society, all these are crucial elements. Importance of a teacher is related to all these elements. And in 

the present situation, a teacher has been undervalued by these elements.  
 
The students are not giving the due respect to the teachers as they have a very idealistic image in their minds which 

sometimes doesn’t match, also they have other sources of studying, so they do not want to come to the classrooms. They just want to 
complete the syllabus even without a teacher. And most of the students, if attend the lecture, want to test the knowledge of a teacher as 
the students are more tech savvy and updated. 

 
Students’ parents are also seen many times, bullying a teacher. When a teacher wants to connect to the parents, to talk about 

the progress of their ward, they are not ready to accept and blame the teacher. And so many parents meet the higher authorities to 
complain about the teachers without even meeting them once. They feel that teacher is the only person who can teach their ward all 
the morals, ethics, values and control the student, without the parent’s contribution. 
 

Peer group pressure, is most in case of teachers. When given any duty, the teacher, is labelled as ‘does not want to work’ or 
‘extra efficient’ teacher. And due to the burn out among the teachers, the cordial relationship between the co-teachers is missing. The 
seniors want to hold the positions and the gap between the adhoc, contractual and the permanent teachers have always been realized 
and felt. The senior junior concept has been prevailing in our colleges and universities since long. 
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Higher authorities’ behavior is most important reason of the burn out amongst the teachers. They are the people who 
underrate the teacher as well as teaching. Teachers are forced to do the clerical work even. The teachers are not given appropriate 
salaries as per their work. A teacher has to fight a lot for his/ her dues. Duty leaves are not granted easily and also, we have seen, how 
much we had to fight for attending the orientation course and other such courses. The process of promotions, assigning duties etc. can 
be made simpler and easier. The importance is given to the research as compared to the teaching. But also, for research, due 
environment has not been provided in the colleges.  

 
And lastly, any teacher’s own family, contribute to their burnout of underrated importance. A teacher in family is sometimes 

considered as an eccentric person. And most of us opt for teaching profession not by choice but of the family pressure who consider it 
as the easiest, comfortable job and overload a teacher with the household work also. 

 
According to the Global Teacher Status Index 2018 (GTSI 2018), show a clear picture of the teachers’ status. This status 

index finds the major differences across countries in the way teachers are professed by the public or society. This survey tells who 
decides to become a teacher in every country, how they are financially treated and also how much they are respected. Here, out of all 
the countries, China and Malaysia got the highest scores and Taiwan is on the third number. But India has missed the top positions. 
And also, in the same survey, Doctor is the highest status profession. GTSI is an annual survey and is done on large scale. But I 
conducted a small survey, where there were 21 respondents. In the next section, let us discuss the results. 

 
2. Results and Analysis 

 
 

Fig. 1 
 

 
Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 

 

 
Fig. 4 

 

 
Fig. 5 
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Fig. 6 

 
 

 
Fig. 7 

 
There has been shift of approach from teacher centric to the student centric in Indian education. As the survey results, it is 

clearly seen that the teachers are under so much of pressure and are not given due value or importance. The society need to change its 
perception. The job satisfaction is not there due to burn out.  

 
Conclusion 

Several things can be done to promote the teachers’ value such as teachers remuneration should be improved, teaching should 
be considered important as the research is considered in colleges and universities, rosters should be prepared to assign the duties and 
for the promotions of the teachers, there should be rotation system for the various positions in the organizations, appreciation days for 
the teachers can be celebrated to motivate the teachers, proper amenities to be given at the workplace to the teachers, more clerical 
staff should be appointed to do the extra work other than teaching, at least classroom teaching decision making should be given to the 
control of the teacher. Well paid, motivated and appreciated teachers can build a more powerful society and nation. 
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